Mail Order Service Form

Thank you for considering Mobile Edge Sharpening for your sharpening needs.
We are certified sharpeners, and using state of the art sharpening equipment, we are able to restore
most shears to “like new” condition using traditional and contemporary methods.
Our quick and reliable service has your equipment returned within 3 - 4 business days; excluding shipping
time which will vary depending on location.

Instructions:
1. Wrap scissors or shears in material that will keep them protected during transit; like old
newspaper or a padded envelope if they do not have a case. Clipper blades should be wrapped
similarly, or placed in a blade box.
1. Fill out the order form on the other side of this paper, making sure to print all information
clearly.
2. Place all items to be sharpened along with this form in a USPS Flat Rate Priority Mail Box or
Priority Padded Envelope which are available at your local post office. Be sure to tape all ends
securely! (Mobile Edge Sharpening is not responsible for lost or damaged items while in transit.)
3. Fill out and affix the USPS Priority Mail Shipping Label to the package. (USPS flat rate shipping
also covers $50 of shipping insurance. Additional insurance can be purchased.)
4. Take your package to your local post office for it to be shipped and paid for.

Cutting edge - Convex

Are My Shears Convex or Bevel?
Most commonly, if the blade of the shear looks similar to the top picture on the left then it’s
convex. However, if the blade of the shear looks like the picture on the bottom left then it’s a
bevel. Typically, a convex shear blade has no obvious angles from the spine to the cutting edge.

Cutting edge - Bevel

NOTE: If you are a hair stylist, your shears are more likely to be convex with a hone line than a bevel
without a hone line.
If you are a groomer it is likely that you’ll have a mix of convex and bevel shears.
Still not sure? Estimate with the Convex- honed shear price. If it’s a bevel- non-honed shear we’ll adjust the
price accordingly.

Take your package to your local post office for it to be shipped and paid for.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL:

TYPE

QUANTITY

ZIP

PRICE

TOTAL

SYMPTOMS / NOTES

CONVEX SHEAR - Honed
Barber, Beauty, Grooming
(Convex, Semi-convex, micro bevel )

BEVEL SHEAR – Non Honed
Barber, Beauty, Grooming (Bevel)

INDUSTRIAL SCISSORS
FABRIC & PINKING SHEARS
(Gingher, Weiss, Fiskar, Wiss)

HOUSEHOLD SCISSORS
All A5 (steel or ceramic),
2 or 3 hole adjustable,
Clip Master livestock (horse, sheep,
cattle)

WAHL 5 IN 1/ARCO BLADE
SHARPEN & REPLACEMENT CUTTER

ANDIS, OSTER, WAHL

$20.00

$

$15.00
$10.00

$
$

$8.00
$5.00

$
$

$6.00

$

$15.00

$

$20.00 +Parts $

OTHER (Call for parts availability)

Payment Information
Information
Payment
Check
Call Me for Payment Information

$
Subtotal
Shipping with
USPS Priority
Mail Insurance
Grand Total

$
Estimate

$15.00
$

Credit/Debit Card (we accept all)

Thank you for the opportunity to
sharpen and service your
equipment!

Credit/Debit Card Number

Expiration Date:
Security Code
Billing zip:
Authorization Signature

(on back of card)

Mailing Address
MOBILE EDGE SHARPENING
6452 PRESIDENTIAL CIR.
ZEPHYRHILLS, FL. 33540

Prices are subject to change without
notice. On-site prices may differ.
Return shipping is by USPS Priority
Mail – Insured.
Shipping prices will vary depending on
size, weight and the items being
insured.
We are not responsible for lost or
damaged items once given to USPS for
shipping.

Need
information?
Please
Needmore
more
information?
call
(256)call
642-1497
Please
(813) 735-1262

